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Abstract— While many specific perception tasks have been
addressed in the context of robot manipulation, the problem
of how to design and realize comprehensive and integrated
robot perception systems for manipulation tasks has received
little attention so far. In this paper, we describe and discuss
the design and realization of C O P-M AN, a perception system
that is tailored for personal robots performing pick-and-place
tasks, such as setting the table, loading the dishwasher, and
cleaning up, in human living environments. We describe our
approach to decomposing and structuring the perception tasks
into subtasks in order to make the overall perception system
effective, reliable, and fast.
Distinctive characteristics and features of C O P-M AN include
semantic perception capabilities, passive perception and a knowledge processing interface to perception. The semantic perception
capabilities enable the robot to perceive the environment in
terms of objects of given categories, to infer functional and
affordance based information about objects and the geometric
and part-based reconstruction of objects for grasping. Passive
perception allows for real-time coarse-grained perception of
the dynamic aspects, and the knowledge processing interface to
perception enables the robot to query the information it needs,
which is then automatically acquired through active perception
routines.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We investigate the realization of a household robot assistant, a mobile personal robot that can perform daily pick-andplace tasks in kitchen settings. The robot is to set the table, to
load the dishwasher, and to clean up. We restrict ourselves to
the performance of pick-and-place tasks for rigid objects of
daily use including cups, bottles, plates, and bowls. The pickand-place tasks include actions such as opening and closing
cupboards and drawers.

Fig. 1. Mobile manipulation platform for the household assistant. The
sensor-head mounted on the pan-tilt is depicted in the middle.

Our primary research goal is the achievement of generality,
flexibility, reliability, and adaptability in everyday manipulation tasks. These properties are tackled in various ways. First,
robots are enabled to install themselves in new environments
by automatically acquiring a model of the static objects and
structures in the environments. Second, robots are equipped
with means to use abstract information from the World-wide
Web, such as models from the Google 3D Warehouse, images
from search engines, and instructions from “how-to” web
pages, as resources for both learning how to achieve new
tasks but also for optimizing old ones.
The realization of such task achievement competencies
requires that we equip robots with the necessary perceptual
capabilities. The robots have to detect, recognize, localize,
and geometrically reconstruct the objects in their environments in order to manipulate them competently. They have
to interpret the sensor data they receive in the context of the
actions and activities they perform. For example, in order to
get a cup out of the cupboard, the robot has to find the door
handle to open the cupboard.
In this paper we outline the perception system C O PM AN (C Ognitive Perception for M ANipulation) which we
are currently designing and implementing as the cornerstone
of everyday pick-and-place tasks in kitchen settings.
C O P-M AN performs two primary perceptual tasks. First,
it enables the acquisition of a model representing the static
part of the environment. This model contains structural components of the environment such as: walls, floors, ceilings,
doors, furniture candidates (e.g., cupboard, shelves, drawers),
kitchen appliances, horizontal supporting planes in particular tables, etc. Second, C O P-M AN perceives manipulable
objects and dynamic scenes in the environment. This task
includes scene interpretation, localization and recognition of
task-relevant objects, inference of the possible object roles,
and the reconstruction of objects from partial views into
models suitable for pick-and-place tasks.
The main contribution of this paper is the design and
implementation of a comprehensive perception system for
robot pick-and-place tasks for everyday objects in human
living environments. Using the perception system the robot is
roughly aware of the dynamic environment state — the things
on tables and kitchen counters without knowing exactly
where they are, what they are, and what form they have.
If needed the robot can classify, localize, and geometrically

reconstruct object hypotheses. In addition, the robot is able
to interpret scenes and infer missing or misplaced items on
a set table.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: an
overview is given in the next section, followed by the
description of the Semantic 3D Object Perception Kernel in
Section III. The functional modules of C O P-M AN are presented in Section IV, and their adaptation to the environment
in Section V. We will conclude and discuss our future goals
in Section VI.

mary passive sensor, which provides the robot with continual
updates about the relevant regions of the kitchen, in particular
the table tops. The active sensor head is used for examining
particular task-relevant regions of interest and for perceptionguided manipulation.
The functional view of the perception system is depicted
in Figure 2. We will first detail the main data structures and
models used by the perception system and then describe the
role of the functional modules operating on these models.

II. OVERVIEW ON THE P ERCEPTION S YSTEM
Let us now give an overview of C O P-M AN by first introducing its sensor components and then giving a functional
view of the software system.
To perform its perception tasks, the robot is equipped with
a suite of sensors (see Figure 1): (1) a tilting 2D laser scanner
is mounted into the torso in order to provide 3D point cloud
data for the parts of the environment in front of the robot. The
point cloud data is acquired continuously while the robot is
in operation, and a dynamic obstacle map is constructed [1],
to account for changes in the world and avert collisions of
the robot with the environment. The second main application
is to provide the data base for the interpretation of the
environment state (see subsection IV-A). (2) a sensor head
mounted on a pan-tilt unit includes a pair of high resolution
color cameras, a Time-Of-Flight camera providing coarse
grained and rather inaccurate, but fast 3D depth information,
and finally a stereo-on-a-chip camera system providing fast
but low-resolution stereo image processing functionality.1
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Block diagram of the perception system.

Given this sensor equipment the individual sensors take
over the following roles. The tilting laser scanner is our pri1 We only address the sensors that are needed for perceiving objects and
scenes. We do not discuss the sensors for navigation or for grasping and
holding objects.

The perception system feeds and uses two main model
bases. First, the static 3D semantic object model of the
environment, which is displayed in the upper part of Figure 2
and second, the dynamic object knowledge base, which
contains geometric and appearance models and positional
information about the objects of daily use.
a) Static 3D Semantic Object Model: The static 3D
semantic object model of the environment contains the
representation of rooms and doors, structural parts such as
ceiling, walls, and floor, and the pieces of furniture including
cupboards, table tops, and appliances and their parts. A
cupboard, for example, is represented as a cuboid container
with a front door, a hinge, and a fixture used for opening it
(e.g., handle).
The static environment model is generated automatically
through the mapping module described in Section IV-A. The
resultant model is then stored using a XML-based markup
language for CAD models of human living environments.
The XML specification can then be used to generate environment models for 3D physics-based robot simulators such
as Gazebo [2].
The XML representation is encoded in a specific XML
extension called OWL (Web Ontology Language). OWL is a
description-logics based knowledge representation language
that enables us to define taxonomies of concepts. For example, we define that a cupboard is a container and has
walls, floor, ceiling and a door as its structural parts. Besides
the door body, the door has a handle and a hinge. Using
the knowledge stored in the taxonomy, the robot can infer
that the purpose of the cupboard is to keep objects inside
because a cupboard is a container. By stating that a perceived
entity is a cupboard, all assertions about cupboards and their
generalizations apply to the perceived entity and can be
queried by the robot.
b) Dynamic Object Knowledge Base: The dynamic
object knowledge base contains information about the objects
that are to be manipulated by the robot — the objects on the
table, the ones on the counter, and the ones in the cupboard
where objects have to be picked up (see Figure 3). The information about the objects includes positional information,
information about their shape, etc.
The information about objects is provided at different
levels of abstraction. Objects can be represented as raw
data such as clusters of points, or as abstract geometric
descriptions such as a cylinder with a handle for example.
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Fig. 3. Dynamic table scenes (a and b) and different object representations:
classified surface types (c), hybrid representation (d), and CAD model.
Fig. 4. Interactive query interface for the static environment model. The
user asked for the cupboards in the environment and the red boxes are
returned as the query result.

The object hypotheses represented with raw data are asserted automatically by the perception system while abstract
information is generated by actively applying sensor data
interpretation routines to the corresponding raw data.
B. Functional Modules
There are four functional components that operate on the
static environment model and the dynamic object model base.
We will briefly outline their role in the perception system
below, and detail their description in Section IV.
The mapping system (Subsection IV-A) for the static
aspects of the environment takes laser range scans as its input
and computes a semantic object model of the environment.
The passive scene perception (Subsection IV-B) uses the
continual scanning mode of the tilting laser scanner to
update the dynamic object model base with object hypotheses
extracted from the scans. The object hypotheses are stored as
raw point cloud regions where each point in the cloud region
is expected to correspond to the same object or object group.
Task-directed object and scene perception (Subsection IVC) serves two purposes. First, it computes the information
needed by the control routines for deciding on the right
course of action (e.g., which grasp to take) and for inferring
the appropriate action parameterizations (where to put the
contact points of the fingers). The second purpose is to
examine the object hypotheses generated by the passive scene
perception in order to produce more informative and abstract
object and scene descriptions. The result of task-directed
object and scene perception is typically a refinement of the
respective representations.
The last component of the perception system is the query
component. Using the query component we can send queries
to the static environment and the dynamic object model using
an interactive graphical user interface, as well as using interface routines that are provided by the perception system’s
API. We can also query object properties that are not yet
available in the model bases. In this case, the respective
queries trigger active perception processes as described in
Section IV-D.

III. T HE S EMANTIC 3D O BJECT P ERCEPTION K ERNEL
C O P-M AN is implemented on top of the The Semantic
3D Object Perception Kernel, which includes libraries of
data structures and models for sensor data interpretation.
Programmers can use the libraries in order to build their own
domain- and task-specific perception systems as processing
pipelines that make use of the data structures and functions
provided by the library.
A. Data Structures and Representations
The main data structures and models provided by the
perception kernel are points and point clouds and their representations, in particular Point Feature Histograms [3] and
various surface and volume representations. The remainder
of this section will sketch these models and explain their
usage.
1) Point Clouds: represent the raw data structures produced by range sensing devices. In C O P-M AN we consider point clouds to be unorganized set of points pi =
{xi , yi , zi } ∈ P, possibly including additional information
such as intensity, r, g, b values, etc. Their 3D positions are
computed with respect to the origin of a fixed coordinate
system, and their values are sampled on or near a surface
M present in the real world. The purpose of point cloud
interpretation is to find models M0 that approximate or
explain M, and are informative for the robot control systems.
2) Representing Point Clouds: Our perception system
uses specific representations of points in point clouds that
enable and facilitate information extraction, surface reconstruction, and object recognition. The representation of points
includes information about the local surface neighborhood,
whether the point together with its neighborhood is characteristic for important surface categories (e.g., “point on plane”),
the role of the point in its surface neighborhood (e.g., edge
between two planes), the information content of the point
(e.g., a point on a plane in the middle of a plane is not
informative), whether points are distinctive with regards to
finding them in the point cloud, etc.

Some important requirements and objectives for point
representations is that they are view independent, robust
against noise, and very fast to compute.
3) Point Feature Histograms: The geometry of the point
clouds can be described locally by analyzing the different
configurations of surface normals in a surface patch. By
estimating the surface normals at each measurement point
based on the neighborhood it forms with nearby points,
four values can be measured between each two point-normal
pairs (the point-to-point distance, and three angles measured
between the two normals and the direction vector), and in
each neighborhood, these values can be combined into a
histogram as detailed in [4]. We call these descriptions of
3D features Point Feature Histograms.
This method of building histograms is a language that we
can use to describe, learn and compare surface types, and
that adapts to different means of acquisition. By comparing
the histograms using different distance metrics we are able
to detect the most dominant and most specific surface types,
and use this information for segmentation and key feature
detection. Also, by comparing them to signatures obtained
from known shapes, we can classify the underlying surfaces
at each point.
To reduce the computational complexity of determining
Point Feature Histograms (or PFH) we have developed
simplified [5] and fast Point Feature Histograms (FPFHs)
[3].
4) Surface and Volume Representations: The Semantic
3D Object Perception Kernel is hybrid in the sense that it
provides a variety of alternative surface and volume representations (see Figure 5): points, triangle meshes, geometric
shape coefficients, and 2D general polygons.
The different representations are used for the following
purposes:
• PCDs are the raw data that the robot acquires, either
from laser or time-of-flight cameras, and used for building the higher level representations of the environment;
• voxel/triangular mesh representations are used for collision and visibility checks, since they capture also the
connections between the different measurement points;
• labeled and segmented PCDs group the raw points into
regions that represent parts of different objects;
• polygonal structures (affordance representation)
– handles and knobs are detected in the vicinity of
vertical planar structures that are furniture candidates, and are approximated by linear/cylindrical
and disk/spherical models respectively;
– cuboids are formed from the furniture candidate
faces by approximating their depth using their
projection on the closest parallel wall;
– planar polygons (tables, walls, ceiling, and doors)
are formed by connecting the points on the boundaries of these regions;
• geometric primitives are used to approximate the different objects located on horizontal planar structures;
• partial and completed models are needed for planning
a grasp of the objects for manipulation.

5) CAD and Appearance Models for Object Recognition
and Localization: To facilitate visual object recognition and
pose estimation, the Semantic 3D Object perception kernel
uses CAD models of objects for predicting the appearance of
the geometric shape in a RGB-camera. Given accurate CAD
models of objects, we can recognize and localize the objects
by their shape in images. High accuracy is particularly
important for sharp geometric edges.
Because the generation of tailored CAD models by humans is tedious and their automatic generation difficult,
C O P-M AN has mechanisms to retrieve CAD models from
CAD libraries, such as Google 3D warehouse, and adapting
as needed through model morphing [6]. Another method we
are currently investigating is the learning of 3D appearance
models of objects, which are to include color models, sets of
point features or even complete visual reconstructions. The
stored information are point descriptors which are variations
of [7] or [8]. Given several good RGB views annotated with
3D information, enough information can be reconstructed
to render the object. For this we need a color or texture
information for every face of an underlying triangulated
mesh. This can be extracted even without perfect registration
of 3D and 2D by an optimization process.
B. Interpretation/Abstraction Mechanisms
Besides data structures and models, the Semantic 3D
Object perception kernel provides a number of functions that
take C O P-M AN representations as their input and transform
them into other representations which are often more abstract
and informative than the original ones.
Examples of such functions that are provided by our perception kernel are the following ones:
• Planar decomposition: returns the planar segments that
are perpendicular to a given direction;
• Region segmentation: performs region growing on a
planar segment stopping at sudden curvature or intensity
changes;
• Boundary detection: returns the thick boundaries of
regions;
• Rectangle matching: four pairwise perpendicular lines
are fit to the boundary points;
• Clusters on planar areas: connected clusters with footprints on the planar regions;
• Fitting shape primitives: fixtures and objects on the
tables are decomposed into shape primitives;
• Functional reasoning: the segmentation is refined based
on the number and position of fixtures, additional splitting lines are fit if necessary.
Horizontal planar substructures are interpreted as supporting planes for dynamic objects. This significantly reduces the
space of possible positions for unlocalized dynamic objects.
C. Using the Perception Kernel: Building Task-specific Processing Pipelines
Using the Semantic 3D Object perception kernel, one
can select the appropriate data structures, models, and functions, in order to combine them into task-specific perception
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outlier removal, feature estimation for each point in the
dataset, a 2-step coarse to fine registration [5], and finally a
local re-sampling of the overlapping areas between scans [9].
Their result is an improved point data model, with uniformly
re-sampled 3D coordinates, and partially noiseless. This
constitutes the input to the Semantic Mapping component.
These general geometric mapping topics have are described
in [5], [9], [10].
The key functions employed in the semantic mapping
pipeline include the following ones:
• a highly optimized major planar decomposition step,
using multiple levels of detail (LOD) and localized
sampling with octrees;
• a region growing step for splitting the planar components into separate regions – region segmentation,
boundary detection, rectangle matching, and functional
reasoning kernel functions;
• a model fitting step for fixture decomposition – shape
primitive fitting function;
• finally a 2-levels feature extraction and classification
step.
Additional information about the pipeline and its components
can be found in [2].
B. Passive Perception System
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Fig. 5. Pipeline used to build the static 3D semantic object model: acquire
scans (a), integrate point clouds (b), extract vertical (c) and horizontal (d)
planes, identify region boundary points (e) and detect fixtures for furniture
face candidates (f), search for connected clusters with footprints on tables
(g) and fit shape primitives to them (h), refine furniture doors (i) and classify
the furniture candidates (j).

pipelines. An example of such a perception pipeline is
C O P-M AN’s pipeline for building static environment models,
which is sketched in the next section.
IV. D ESCRIPTION OF THE F UNCTIONAL M ODULES
Let us now present the four functional modules of C O PM AN in greater detail.
A. Acquisition of Static Environment Models
Figure 5 presents the C O P-M AN’s processing pipeline
for the acquisition of static environment models. The first
step, namely the integration of individual point cloud scans
into the hybrid model, follows the geometrical processing
pipeline described in [9], [10], and includes: statistical gross

When people go into the kitchen in order to get a glass of
water they can — most of the time — answer questions like:
“was the window open?” or “was the table already set for
dinner?”. People subconsciously perceive their surroundings
in order to be aware of the environment state. Having this
kind of information, they do not need to look for everything
they are asked questions about, but they can rather recall
some information in retrospect. Today’s autonomous robots
typically lack this powerful mechanism as a knowledge
resource for performing their activities.
C O P-M AN provides passive perception modules as a service that can provide the robot with a continual information
flow about specified dynamic aspects of the environment.
For example, a household robot might need to be aware
of the dynamic aspects of the kitchen it operates in: the
things on the table and counter without necessarily exactly
knowing where things are, what they are, what their shape
is. More detailed information has to be acquired on demand
using active and task-directed perception mechanisms (see
Section IV-C).
To achieve this task, we equip the robot with a passive
perception module consisting of four parts: i) the PCD
acquisition component, ii) a pipeline for processing and interpreting PCDs and generating representations, iii) a dynamic
object store with an update mechanisms, and iv) a logging
mechanism for the dynamic object store.
For our example, this could mean the following. The PCD
acquisition component makes a sweep with the laser scanner
every n seconds where a sweep usually takes 1-2 seconds.
The remaining point clouds are then processed by the interpretation and abstraction pipeline. In the interpretation step
we use the planar surfaces in the static environment model

as our regions of interest. We then cluster points above the
table into hypotheses of objects and object groups. Figure 6
shows the steps of this process.

Fig. 6. Left: detected table in a scan shown in brown. Right: highlighted
hypotheses and table in the raw scan.

The object store then stores the hypotheses that the robot
believes to be on the table. In general, maintaining a belief
state about the dynamic objects in the environment is a
very complex task which requires probabilistic tracking with
object identity management and diagnostic reasoning. We
start with a naive approach where we simply delete all
the hypotheses from the object store that should be in the
acquired laser scan and then add all hypotheses that were
extracted from the new laser scan.2
The matching between saved and new hypotheses is done
by volume intersection, where the voxelized representation
can be exploited to find overlapping areas.
When a hypothesis is located in a previously unoccupied
position, its points are saved along with its 2D coordinates
relative to the supporting plane. In the case of previously
seen clusters, the points in the new voxels are added, along
with points from sparse voxels in the original representation.
To filter the clusters correctly, and minimize the effect
of occlusions, moving objects, and non-overlapping scans,
the information that the current viewpoint gives has to be
incorporated – by checking the voxels of hypotheses if they
are in free, occupied or occluded space.
C. Task-directed Perception
Task-directed perception is the part of perception that
is needed by the robot in order to perform its primary
tasks, such as setting the table and cleaning up. Typical
task-directed perception actions include: the detection of
the object to be manipulated, the task of recognizing and
localizing it, building a geometric or an appearance model
for it, etc.
C O P-M AN uses a suite of task-directed perception
pipelines implemented using the Semantic 3D Object perception kernel.
Scene perception for table setting. One task-directed perception pipeline [11] uses abstract web instructions imported
from websites such as wikihow.com or ehow.com to interpret
a table scene with respect to a given everyday activity. Using
2 More powerful belief update mechanisms are on our agenda for future
research. Aspects of improvement are: handling occlusions and partial views
due to changes in the environment; dealing with object identities if objects
on the plane are moved; refine hypotheses into objects and additional
information given available computational resources.

the specification, the pipeline can sometimes infer the regions
of interest and a set of relevant object categories. These
are then fed to a 3D CAD-based visual object detection
algorithm [12] which returns 6D object poses. The instances
of found objects and their poses are asserted to a factual
OWL-like knowledge base.
Localizing known objects using combination of TimeOf-Flight and color camera techniques. Another pipeline
robustly fits CAD models in cluttered table setting scenes in
real-time for the purpose of grasping with a mobile manipulator. Our approach uses a combination of two different camera
technologies, Time-Of-Flight (TOF) and RGB, to robustly
segment the scene (e.g., supporting planes) and extract object
clusters. Using an a-priori database of object models, we then
again perform a CAD matching in 2D camera images.
Affordance-based perception of objects of daily use.
The FPFHs presented in III-A.3 can be used to efficiently
classify surfaces as concave, convex and edge [3] as shown
in the left part of Figure 7. Combinations of a concave and a
convex part hint at the presence of a container, while edges
are typically formed by handles or stems. This information
can then be used to adjust the manipulation strategy.

Fig. 7. Classified surface types on the left: concave parts shown red, convex
ones as green and stems/edges as blue. Classified object types on the right:
mugs shown with blue background, bowls with pink, glasses with white,
and wine/champagne glasses with green backgrounds.

Reconstructing objects. To facilitate efficient grasp planning, we used hybrid representations for objects, decomposing them into parts approximated by shape primitives where
possible, and by triangular meshes elsewhere. To avoid the
problems produced by triangular approximations of noisy
data, these parts can be broken down and approximated by
a collection of boxes or cylindrical parts. We assume that
scenes are physically stable, thus there is a strong bias on
object orientation when we’re dealing with objects that are on
supporting planes. We exploited this notion of standing/lying
objects together with an assumption of a vertical symmetry
axis or plane in our recent work [13], and we want to expand
that to further generalize additional non-symmetric objects.
Learning appearance models of objects. - A localization
in 3D allows to extract the current appearance of the object
from the camera view. With a larger set of appearances, the
foreground can be extracted more accurately by a global
optimization over the measured poses and the extracted
appearance. The resulting appearance allows to distinguish
objects that were already used.
Object classification. We employed the use of machine
learning classifiers to label the furniture pieces in the static

3D semantic object By combining FPFHs into a Global
FPFH that describes a complete cluster, we can classify
different object types [14], as presented in the right part of
Figure 7.
Another approach we take is to combine features from
3D data and images to classify objects in situations when
reconstruction is not possible [15]. These approaches can be
extended to take into account the relative positions between
objects, and thus classify an arrangement of objects, improving the object classification in the same time, by adding a
bias for more probable arrangements.
D. Perception as a “Virtual” Knowledge Base
C O P-M AN also allows the robot control system to view
the perceived world as a knowledge base that contains
information about objects and scenes. In this operation mode
the control system can query C O P-M AN for information.
If the information is already available, then the answer is
immediately returned. Otherwise C O P-M AN initiates the
necessary perception steps in order to compute the information from already sensed data on demand or to acquire it
from anew through active sensing.
In this operation mode, the dynamic object store of the
passive perception system is automatically asserted to the
knowledge base. Thus, for each object/object group hypothesis generated by the passive perception system, C O PM AN generates an unique identifier id for the object hypothesis and asserts the following facts: hypothesis(id), pcdrepresentation(id,r), position(id,[x,y,z]), and on(id,table-id).
Let us consider the following example. The robot control
system needs to know the position of the yellow cup on the
table. To check whether or not a yellow cup is there, and to
extract its position, the following PROLOG-like query can
be formulated:
?- type(Obj,cup), on(Obj,Tab), type(Tab,table),
color(Obj,yellow), position(Obj,[X,Y,Z]).
Suppose we evaluate the query on the knowledge base that
only contains the assertions made by the passive perception
component. By evaluating the query on the knowledge base,
we get instantiations of each predicate for each object
hypothesis on the table. The only predicates that are not
satisfied are the color and the type predicate. In order
to check the validity of these statements, C O P-M AN calls
task-directed perception mechanisms on the point cloud data
representation of each object hypothesis.
If the query is already satisfied by the dynamic knowledge
base, then the perception system returns yes and binds the
respective variables. No active perception is required in this
case.
Viewing the perceived world as a first-order knowledge
base opens up exciting possibilities for making the robot
more cognitive. Below we will give very brief examples
for reasoning about scenes, and for combining perceptual
information with background knowledge.
1) Querying scenes. Providing perceptual routines for
spatial relations such as “left of”, “next to”, etc., we

can assess complete scenes by comparing the spatial
arrangements of objects on the table with the specified
arrangement in web instructions. This way the robot
can potentially infer missing objects on the table or
objects that are not correctly arranged.
2) Combining perceived information with background
knowledge. Asserting in a knowledge base that cups
are drinking vessels and drinking vessels are containers
which are to contain fluids, the robot is now able to
recognize the objects that it can fill coffee in.
V. E NVIRONMENT A DAPTATION
The perception system should have initial capabilities but
also should be able to adapt to an environment [16]. By
knowing the specifics of the objects and the environment the
robot is operating in, its perception methods can be made
more precise, robust and efficient. We want to point out four
possible techniques to improve the available environment and
object models.
A. Environment Adaptation
Designers often improve the performance of robots by
specializing them. This is particularly important for human
living environments where the word as well as the objects are
designed to facilitate manipulation and to operate on them.
Thus, for our kitchen setting we can make the following
assertions:
• All task-relevant objects are either in the hand of
somebody or lying on top of supporting planes, that
means the state is physically stable [17], [18]. Also,
there is a strong bias on object orientations.
• Supporting planes are horizontal planar surfaces above
the floor and below the ceiling (tables, shelves) which
are the relevant objects for pick-and-place tasks. Later
we will include container objects such as cupboards, but
also pots, boxes, rigid bags, and tablets.
To simplify but also enforce these assertions, one could
consult and use the guidelines for ADA-compliant homes,
for example.
B. Acquisition of new CAD models
The system is confronted with the problem of new objects
appearing in its environment, that should be recognized and
manipulated. Regarding CAD models for object recognition
and localization, we see two major possibilities to adapt to
certain environment changes: i) either use semantic knowledge about objects to acquire CAD models from Internet
databases an verify them visually or ii) use 3D data and
transform it to a CAD model. For good results, this would
require a robot to get a large number of good quality views
of the target object actively.
C. Adapting CAD models by Morphing
Given several CAD models from external sources, that
approximate the data well but not perfectly to a real object,
we can try to improve them by interpolating between two
such models using a technique called morphing, which we

introduced for this purpose in [6] and described it in more
detail in [19]. If the new morphed model is better than the
original two models, it can be visually verified by searching
the object using all three models in several views while
observing the score of the match. The score is defined by the
number of corresponding edge pixels between the expected
edge projections and the measured image pixels in relation
to the number of expected edge pixels.
D. Specializing from Shape to Appearance
Given the occurrence of objects with the same or similar
shape, the system adds an appearance description to the
current object model. This requires, that we already have
information about one or all of the objects we want to
distinguish. For example, two instances can be sometimes
distinguished by a simple description like a global color
model. Given similar lightning conditions for two objects, the
color can be recognized as different enough by comparing
the color histogram of the segmented regions containing the
objects. The same can be inferred for an appearance model
by trying to match an a priori learned point descriptor model
to another object. The worse it matches the more useful the
newly learned model is.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND O UTLOOK
The presented system provides the means for solving interesting perception for manipulation tasks through adaptation
to the environment. C O P-M AN can draw on the background
knowledge provided by the model of the static part of the
environment, and provides up-to-date information about the
dynamic aspects necessary to perform pick-and-place tasks
successfully. As a knowledge base, C O P-M AN can be used to
answer queries of the tasks executives about object locations,
arrangements, state changes, which trigger the execution
of additional perception routine pipelines to fill in missing
information.
While the presented pipelines work robustly for different
kinds of sensors, the problem of sensor capabilities still
remains an open question.
It might be necessary for example, that in order to obtain
a good model of an object, that object has to be picked up
based on a rougher model and moved closer to one of the
sensors. This will require even deeper integration between
the different systems.
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